
Recommended reading: the 4District Guide pages 2, 3, 19, 20 & 21; FIFA Laws of the Game and the Fair Play Code 
 

 

December 10, 2012 

ATTENTION: District Chairs’ – for circulation to your Clubs and Team Officials, Players & Parents 
RE: Discipline Issue Concerns 2012-2013 Playing Season 
 
The Committee has dealt with a number of cases this season where parties have behaved in a manner considered to be 
unbecoming of a member or that was not in the best interest of the game of soccer or an act was committed or a statement 
made that is considered to be unsporting, insulting or improper behavior or likely to bring the game into disrepute. 
 
This is a reminder that every team and club is responsible for the actions of its players, team officials and spectators and 
is required to take all precautions necessary to prevent its players, team officials and spectators from threatening or 
assaulting anyone present at games, before, during or at the conclusion of the matches. 
 
Failure to control players and/or spectators or address game official harassment by the team or spectators or to identify 
spectators responsible for misconduct may result in a fine, a performance bond, a suspension or expulsion from the 
league. 

Extreme lack of discipline and order including invasion of the field by the team members or spectators will be reported by 
the 4District Discipline Committee to BC Soccer. Team officials must let the game officials handle incidents that occur on 
the field and if the parents or the substitute players start to go onto the field they must immediately be yelled at to “stop!” 
Team officials may only enter the field of play if invited to by the referee. 

Game officials should not have to ask team officials to control their players or spectators – the responsibility lies with the 
team officials to speak to the individuals before the referee has to. Part of the problem this season has been the trash 
talking on-and-off the field. Our suggestion is for you to pull your player off and not put him back on until and unless he 
can behave in a proper manner.  If a spectator is not willing to cease his/her commentary – request that s/he goes to their 
car. 

If friends of players attend the games they must be made aware that if they cannot behave in a respectful manner they are 
to leave the park. Team officials should instruct their players who are old enough to drive to not hang about the parking 
lot as a couple of the incidents have been after the game when the game official has either left or has started the next 
game. 

 The police have had to be called out for at least two of the games and players and their parents should be made aware that 
a civil complaint can be lodged against the offending party or parties and charges may be laid. 

There is no excuse for the abhorrent behavior this season and we strongly suggest, at the very least, that the 
clubs/teams have a meeting with the players and their parents to discuss this serious issue prior to the return to 
play in January.  

Regards, Jackie Larson on behalf of the 4District Discipline Committee 
Harrison, Larson, Lebrechthausen, Ross 


